Ranking contaminated sites using a partial ordering method.
In this project, we apply the method of partial ordering on the ranking of 74 contaminated sites located in the county of West Zealand (Denmark). The method is based on the concept that the parameters are kept separated through the ranking analysis, and thus no weighing of the different parameter values is necessary. The ranking is displayed in a graphical form by the Hasse diagram technique to ease the interpretation. A critical comparison is made of the ranking of contaminated sites by the partial ordering method and an index function used by the county of West Zealand. Comparing the ranking by the partial ordering method to the index function shows that the choice of score points and index function highly influences the ranking result, as only four sites are equally ranked. The importance of the parameters used to identify the environmental hazard of the contaminated sites is analyzed in order to evaluate the influence of each parameter on the ranking. From among a total of six different parameters, two have high influence, two medium, and two low because of both the construction of the scoring system and the characteristics of the data.